
Easy-to-use Shopify SEO Checklist - Rank Your Online Store

This checklist is for Shopify store owners who want to build up a simple SEO strategy and
ensure that their storefront follows best practices. You’ll find both the initial and advance
on this checklist. Because we put you on the path for organic search optimization then
the traffic of your site will increase sustainably and rely less on paid advertising.

If you have any doubts with this checklist, view our guide.

Initial setups for SEO of a website

Google Search Console
Google Analytics
Bing Webmaster

If you don’t completely set up these tools, see the guide here.

Webmaster Tools

Create an XML sitemap
- Submit it to Google and Bing through your Webmaster Tools accounts you just

created.
- All Shopify stores automatically generate a sitemap.

Use Google Webmaster tools
- Check for 404/500 errors, duplicate content, or any crawling errors.
- If you get any errors, work to fix them immediately.

Keyword research tools and tips

Amidst several available keyword research tools, add at least one of the following tools:

Free keyword research tools:
- Google AdWords

- Ubersuggest

Paid Keyword research tools:
- Moz

- SEMRush

- AHrefs

Build a list of localized keywords

Use long-tail keywords

https://happypoints.io/shopify-seo-checklist-rank-online-store-c2-seo-145/
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Check out the “People also ask” section on Google. Take advantage of Google Suggest.
- Research “People Also Asked” and “People Also Search For“ boxes on Google. It

appears when you type a question in the search bar.

- Check Google’s Autofill suggestions.

- Perform Competitor research to confirm keywords in use.

- Lastly, run the list of keywords you have prepared to see which one is performing
better. You may like to try the Shopify tool Stackbear for this purpose.

Try using an SEO toolbar such as Mozbar

On-page SEO checklist

Page titles and meta description
- Title length should not be more than 60, or else it will get truncated in the search

results.
- Template for product pages should be Product Name > Product Category > Brand

Name.

H1 and H2 tags

Images
- ALT text helps Google understand the image better.
- Add ALT text to images that are either missing it, or using non-descriptive ALT text,

or have more than 100 characters.
- A good ALT text should be readable, explain the image, and contain keywords.
- Check the external images since CDN hosts Shopify images. Smaller Shopify stores

having a small SKU range can update the ALT text manually. Larger stores can use
apps for bulk optimization.

Product and collection pages
- Is there enough product information provided to the search engines?
- Be as informative as possible, and do not leave out anything.

Blog pages

Local Schema Audit
- Schema classifies the primary information on all the pages for Google crawlers to

understand better.
- Audit it by Google Tool’s Structured Data Testing Tool. Check the table below for a

few examples of rich snippets:
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Products Picture, ratings, cost with a range

Video Video image

Events Event date, time, and location

People Photos and phone numbers

Music albums Lyrics and URL to play the song

Internal links
- This helps Google understand and structure your website besides adding value to

the user.
- Look at Google Search Console; there is a “Links” submenu towards the left side of

the screen. Go to Links section > Internal Links > Click URL
Backlinks

There are two types of backlinks - Do-Follow and No Follow:
- Do Follow: these are trustworthy links and allow Google bots to follow them.
- No Follow: these are opposite to the Do-Follow links. By adding an extra attribute,

you tell the search bots not to follow the links.
Review your backlinks by Google’s Disavow Tool.

Thin/duplicate content
- If you are getting duplicate content warnings, do not get worried. Shopify creates

some duplicate H1 tags naturally.
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- For instance, URL formats such as https://abc-shop.com/products/xyz and
https://abc-shop.com/collections/products/xyz will create the exact page two
times. No worries, as Google will index the /products/ page and not
/collections/products/. This will save you from keyword cannibalization or
becoming your competition in the Google search results.

Online reputation audit
- Check the number of reviews left by the customers on different platforms such as

Facebook, Yelp, and Google monitor the average ratings.
- If you can afford to, invest in some tools such as:

1. Synup (for monitoring reviews)

2. Trackur (for monitoring web connections)

3. Social Mention (for monitoring social media)

URL audit
- Long URLs are unavoidable if your website has too many dynamic pages.
- Extract the URL sitemap with Screaming Frog or xml-sitemaps.
- Organizing URLs is using dashes (-) that separate words making them readable.

Website content audit
- Use tools like SiteLiner or Copyscape.
- Add relevant keywords only.
- Do not mix content, instead use variations.

Off-page SEO checklist

Citation audit
- Online stores should have an online reference to build trust with web visitors. It includes

the ‘Name,’ the ‘Address,’ and the ‘Phone Number (NAP).
- Some of the directories you can use include Google, Yellow Pages, Yelp, Citysearch,

DexKnows, and Superpages.

Google+ page audit

- Verify whether your Google+ profile is 100 percent complete or not.
- Check if a +1 button is visible on the website? Is customization allowed? There should be

no keyword stuffing on the business description. And lastly, add Call-to-action to send
your viewers to the desired pages.

Missing E-A-T

- E-A-T stands for Expertise, Authority, and Trust.
- Social media profiles, About Us information, and contact numbers are parts.
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Technical SEO checklist

Page speed
- First, diagnose them and then fix them.
- You can use any one of the following methods to improve page speed:

1. Google Analytics Site Speed Insights. It can identify five or more slowest images.

2. Page Speed Insights. Enter the page URL to check which page needs optimization.

3. Then, use Browser’s network and performance diagnostics. It shows clearly what

is loaded.

4. Optimize images in the format (Wep!) preferred size and loading style.

5. Remove apps and scripts not needed.

Google Analytics Implementation Audit

- Use GAtective to confirm the proper setup.
- Use a Google Chrome extension, Google Tags Assistant, on a specific page to see if the

tracking code is working well and provide suggestions.

Responsive design

- Check if your Shopify theme is mobile responsive or not, use Google’s Mobile-friendly
Test tool.
www vs. non-www

- Duplicate content is seen as spam by Google bots.
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- You must ensure that all the non-www URLs are redirected to the www version of
your site.

- Go to Online Store > Domains. Choose “Set as Primary.” Do not forget to check the
“redirect all traffic” box.

Site structure URL optimization

If your store hasn’t not been optimized, view our guide.

Robot.txt limitations
- Shopify does not facilitate editing the robots.txt file.
- You will have to use a noindex tag to help deal with duplicate content issues to

block pages. However, it does not support the fixation of crawl budget issues.

Site performance measurement

RobotRecommended tool: Shopify Analyzer.

Final thought

Search engines are evolving and will continue to do so. Search Engine Optimization is an

ever-ending race. Once you stop, your competitors may overcome you.

But it isn't an easy competition, especially for store owners who handle many jobs at the same

time. You may have less advantage with big businesses, which have employees in charge of SEO.

Even though you have SEO knowledge to implement it, you may burn out because there are

many things to do.

Let's do it together then you'll have much time to focus on main activities such as sales,

marketing strategy, operations.

Try out our FREE package NOW!
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